Full-stack javascript developer at Easle
Easle.co

We are hiring a full-stack engineer with experience of modern javascript
frameworks to join our small but mighty team. Work for a company that’s
supporting the vibrant spectrum of creative disciplines.

What is Easle?

Easle is an online platform providing opportunities for vetted creatives.
Our platform provides businesses with a trusted roster of talented professional
creatives, while providing a suite of tools to effortlessly manage projects
initiated with them.
Our end-to-end service allows both parties to converse, negotiate and accept
payments securely in one place. All paperwork is auto-generated and stored,
removing the pain of admin and allowing both parties to focus on the work at
hand.

Who are we?

Easle came about from the founders own frustrations and experiences in the
creative industry. Previously at Dojo, they set out to build a solution.
Current platforms are built toward undervaluing creatives with a “bidding”
mindset. Easle is built towards putting talented professional creatives in front
of creatively minded businesses. We are establishing ourselves as the

respected voice for independent creatives and in turn become their home
online.

What you will be doing

We are building the new standard for creative freelancers to get work and
manage their independent careers. You’ll be contributing to the product right
from the start. From forming wireframes to forming complete architectures for
our systems. We are primarily javascript developers, using modern
frameworks such as react to build out rapid, tidy and robust components.
You’ll be working with a team of 3 to build the product. One designer /
front-end developer, one back-end engineer and yourself. Together we will be
a powerhouse to build something truly awesome.
You’ll help us create internal tools to create impeccable and efficient customer
service allowing us to be one step ahead from traditional talent agents.
Overall this is an opportunity to own an entirely new product from the ground
up.

What we are looking for

We’re looking for someone with 1 - 2 years professional experience as a full
stack developer. A good understanding of javascript, proficiency in react,
being up to date with new features and comfortable right across the stack.
That being said, we believe it’s more important to be able to adapt and learn
than to be an expert in any specific technologies. You need to be your own
biggest critic and want to continually improve.

Ideally you’ll have experience in:
● React + Redux
● Testing with respect to React Components (Using frameworks such as
Jest)
● Gulp/webpack/grunt/babel & other build tools
● AWS tools
As a person you have:
● A natural desire to learn, develop new skills and work outside your
comfort zone.
● Strong communication skills, listening and showing empathy, while
being able to justify your decisions.
● A knack for problem solving. You identify the information needed to
clarify a situation, you use a systematic approach to come up with new
and logical solutions.
● A ton of energy for new challenges and can be counted on to get the job
done.

Tech Stack

Our current stack utilises many of most cutting edge tools available to web
developers. Our entire backend is serverless, built using Lambdas and the
Serverless framework. Our real time components are built using Firebase, and
for databasing we use Postgres and DynamoDB. On the front end we use
React and Redux.

The majority of our tech stack runs on Javascript (Node.js), and almost
everything is hosted on AWS.

What we can offer you

● Competitive salary and stock options.
● Get Cultured: We'll pay for you to become a member to an arts
institution of your choice in London.
● Fun times: We’ve put together a generous budget each month for
socials and trips out. Work hard, play hard.
● A part of the ustwo Adventure family: We’re based in the Tea Building in
Shoreditch filled with a handful of the most inspiring young businesses.
As part of ustwo, you'll have access to the resources and space of the
London studio.
● Coffee, tea, breakfast and beer provided.
● You’ll be a core member of our team. We’re currently small (just 4 but
growing) so there’s a huge opportunity for everyone to contribute,
collaborate and make your mark.
● We’re a team formed from diverse creative backgrounds and as we
grow we’re focused on continuing this trend, as well as hiring a 50/50
gender split.

Take a look at what we’ve been up to at easle.co

To apply contact Scott - scott@easle.co.

We kindly ask for no recruiters.

